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The problem considered in this paper is to produce routes and schedules for a ﬂeet of delivery vehicles that
minimize the fuel emissions in a road network where speeds depend on time. In themodel, the route for each
vehicle must be determined, and also the speeds of the vehicles along each road in their paths are treated
as decision variables. The vehicle routes are limited by the capacities of the vehicles and time constraints
on the total length of each route. The objective is to minimize the total emissions in terms of the amount of
Greenhouse Gas (GHG) produced, measured by the equivalent weight of CO2 (CO2e).
A column generation based tabu search algorithm is adapted and presented to solve the problem. The
method is tested with real traﬃc data from a London road network. The results are analysed to show the
potential saving from the speed adjustment process. The analysis shows that most of the fuel emissions re-
duction is able to be attained in practice by ordering the customers to be visited on the route using a distance-
based criterion, determining a suitable path between customers for each vehicle and travelling as fast as is
allowed by the traﬃc conditions up to a preferred speed.
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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ﬁ1. Introduction
Technical developments and the growth in road traﬃc pose new
challenges for research in vehicle routing and scheduling for freight
transport. Remote vehicle tracking techniques enable the road traf-
ﬁc data for different times of day and different days of the week to
be collected, so as to provide detailed information on transit times
for different roads by time of day and day of week. This provides an
opportunity to plan vehicle routes and schedules taking time-varying
speeds into account. In addition, the growth in road traﬃc and the use
of road freight transport also bring problems of environmental pollu-
tion. Concerns about the environmental impact of transport activities
have led to new vehicle routingmodels where the objective is tomin-
imize the harmful effects of transportation on the environment.
An increasing number of papers are being published where fuel
emissions are explicitly modelled. However many of these simplify
the model by assuming that paths between customers are ﬁxed or
that the speeds of the vehicles are time-independent. In the model
described in this paper, the speed of the traﬃc on the underlying road
network is time dependent. In addition, the path used by a vehicle
between a pair of customers and the speeds on the road segments∗ Corresponding author.: Tel. +44 1524 593869; fax. +44 1524 592060.
E-mail addresses: j.qian0206@gmail.com (J. Qian), R.Eglese@lancaster.ac.uk
(R. Eglese).
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0377-2217/© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article undere decision variables. This paper will describe a column generation
ased tabu search algorithm, which can work together with a solu-
ion method for single paths, in order to minimize fuel emissions for
ehicle Routing Problems (VRPs) with time-varying speeds.
The algorithm is then used for modelling a distribution operation
sing real traﬃc data from a road network located in London. The aim
f these experiments is to discover how much reduction in CO2e can
e obtained by using the algorithm described in this paper, compared
ith other approaches that are faster to compute. Experiments are
lso carried out to determine the effect of allowingmorewaiting time
t customers.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains a review of
elevant literature. The problem is described in Section 3, which is
ollowed by a set-partitioning model for the VRP. Section 4 intro-
uces the framework of the column generation based tabu search
lgorithm, which is used to ﬁnd a prospective sequence for a set
f customers, and goes on to discuss details of the algorithm. The
omputational experiments and their results are then presented in
ection 5. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 6, and the main
ndings are highlighted.
. Literature review
In recent years, there has been increasing interest in estimating
he environmental effects of vehicle routing policies. A survey ofr the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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necent work in this area can be found in Eglese and Bektas¸ (2014).
arious models have been proposed for estimating the fuel used
y vehicles when travelling on roads. Examples include one pub-
ished by the European Commission in the MEET report described
y Hickman, Hassel, Joumard, Samaras, and Sorenson (1999) and the
omprehensive Modal Emissions Model (CMEM) described by Scora
nd Barth (2006). The CO2 emissions are normally calculated as be-
ng proportional to the fuel used. The fuel consumption and hence
he emissions may relate to factors such as the vehicle type, weight
nd speed. Demir, Bektas¸, and Laporte (2011) provide a comparison
f a number of such models.
Recent research on minimizing emissions in vehicle routing mod-
ls can be divided into twomain categories: the ﬁrst is the set ofmod-
ls where time-independence is assumed and the second set includes
odels where the road conditions are subject to traﬃc congestion
nd so the time needed to travel along a road segment depends on
he time of day.
Among the time-independent models, Palmer (2007) developed a
odelwhere vehicle speeds are inputs to themodel and the approach
s tested on a case study of home deliveries for grocery stores in the
K. He found an average saving of 4.8% in CO2 emissions was possible
ompared to using routes that minimize time, but at the expense of
3.8% increase in the time required. His model does not take vehicle
oads explicitly into account, but Suzuki (2011) uses a model where
oad is taken into account and ﬁnds that delivering relatively heavy
tems early in a tour can beworthwhile in reducing the fuel consump-
ion. Several case studies have been reported using time-independent
pproaches with the objective of minimizing fuel consumption and
ence emissions. For example, Ubeda, Arcelus, and Faulin (2011) con-
ider emission factors in planning routes for a food delivery opera-
ion. They show savings of around 25.5% in CO2 emissions, but this
s mainly due to reducing the number of routes needed compared to
he original plan.
Other time-independent models allow the speeds of vehicles
o be decision variables. The approach adopted by Bektas¸ and
aporte (2011) in their Pollution-Routing Problem (PRP) uses a
MEM-based model and considers both load and speed in estimating
cost function to be minimized. They propose a non-linear mixed in-
eger mathematical programming formulation and show how it can
e linearized. The formulation can only solve small PRP instances,
ut Demir, Bektas¸, and Laporte (2012) provide an adaptive large
eighbourhood search algorithm for much larger PRP instances. Van
oensel, Creten, and Vandaele (2001) develop a model showing how
ueuing theory can be used to describe traﬃc ﬂows and calculate
missions using the model described in the MEET report.
In the set of time-dependent models, Eglese, Maden, and Slater
2006) make use of traﬃc speed information collected at different
imes on sections of a road network to create a Road Timetable show-
ng the quickest times between origins and destinations starting at
ifferent times of the day. In Maden, Eglese, and Black (2010) the
oad Timetable is used with a tabu-search called LANTIME to mini-
ize the total time required for a distribution operation. Vehicles are
ssumed to travel at the speed which minimizes their emissions per
nit distance unless the congestion indicates that this is not possible,
hen the vehicles travel at the average speed of the traﬃc recorded
or that road segment at that time. Results from a case study based
n the distribution plans for an electrical goods wholesaler in the UK
how that CO2 emissions can be reduced by around 7% with this ap-
roach. This is because routes with high congestion and hence, en-
orced low speeds and high emissions, are avoided. Figliozzi (2010)
lso takes into account congestion in minimizing emissions using a
odel based on the MEET report. An integer programming formula-
ion is presented and a solution algorithm is describedwhich is tested
n modiﬁed Solomon benchmark problems. In contrast to Maden
t al. (2010), the model allows vehicles to travel faster than their op-
imum speed that minimizes emissions if the traﬃc conditions andpeed limits allow. Thus, there are examples where uncongested con-
itions can lead to increased emissions.
Vehicle speeds may also be used as decision variables in time-
ependent models. Jabali, van Woensel, and de Kok (2012) use a sim-
lar model to Figliozzi (2011) but with speed as an additional deci-
ion variable, though without the use of time windows. Their model
s based on a complete network where the nodes represent the de-
ot and customers, while the maximum speeds on the arcs linking
he nodes are subject to similar proﬁles. They describe a tabu search
euristic for solving the problem and test it on standard benchmark
nstances. The results suggest that a reduction of about 11.4% in CO2
missions can be achieved, but with a 17.1% increase in travel times.
ranceschetti, Van Woensel, Honhon, Bektas¸, and Laporte (2013) fol-
ow a similar approach which also takes costs into account in a sim-
lar way to Bektas¸ and Laporte (2011). A mathematical formulation
s produced and provides insights on when it is proﬁtable to wait at
ustomers.
Themodel presented in this paper is in the last category of models
hich take into account time-dependent conditions and where vehi-
le speeds are decision variables. It is designed for use on a road net-
orkwhere information is available on the speed of traﬃc on individ-
al road segments at different times of the day. The solution provides
he path to follow between customers and the speeds to be applied
n each road segment. It thus provides a more detailed model than
he one used by Jabali et al. (2012); the path used between a pair of
ustomers may change depending on the time of travel in our model.
lso, it allows time window constraints for serving customers which
re not included in Jabali et al. (2012).
If it is assumed that the path used between customers is ﬁxed,
hen some other recent research on speed optimization is relevant.
agerholt, Laporte, and Norstad (2010) present the Speed Optimiza-
ion Problem (SOP) in the context of shipping, provide models to for-
ulate the problem and a solution algorithm. Norstad, Fagerholt, and
aporte (2011) provide a recursive smoothing algorithm for the SOP
hat runs fast and has been shown to be optimal by Hvattum, Norstad,
agerholt, and Laporte (2013).
It is often the case that reductions can be made in the emissions
esulting from a distribution operation, but at the expense of more
ime or cost. There are methods explicitly aimed at modelling this is-
ue through a multi-objective approach. One example is provided by
emai, Zekri, and Mellouli (2012) where an evolutionary algorithm is
sed to solve a bi-objective VRP where one objective minimizes total
istance, while the other minimizes CO2 emissions. Demir, Bektas¸,
nd Laporte (2014) consider the bi-objective PRP where fuel con-
umption and driving time are the two relevant objectives.
Finally, there is an emerging strand of research considering ve-
icle routing problems for alternatively powered vehicles that are
esigned to be more environmentally friendly. Such vehicles may
ave a more limited range before requiring refuelling and there may
e a limited availability of refuelling points. An example is given by
rdog˘an andMiller-Hooks (2012) in which they deﬁne a “Green Vehi-
le Routing Problem” where there are additional constraints on how
ar the vehicles may travel without refuelling and the refuelling sta-
ions are located at speciﬁc places. They formulate a mixed integer
rogram to minimise the total distance and develop heuristics for its
olution. Tests are carried out based on the location of stations sup-
lying biodiesel fuel in a part of the USA.
. Problem description and modelling
Let G = (C,A) be a graph, where C = {c0, c1, . . . , cn} contains
depot (c0) and a set of customers to serve. We deﬁne A =
a(ci, c j) : ci, c j ∈ C, i = j} as the set of arcs connecting customer
odes. For any pair ci, c j there may be more than one arc connect-
ng them, representing different paths through the underlying road
etwork. The time horizon for the delivery operation is divided into
842 J. Qian, R. Eglese / European Journal of Operational Research 248 (2016) 840–848
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itime slots. For each road segment, the maximum speed allowed by
the traﬃc conditions is given for each time slot. The demand of cus-
tomer ci is d(ci) and the service time for customer ci is b(ci), where
b(c0) represents any initial loading time at the depot after the start
time. In some problem sets, each customer ci ∈ C is associated with
a time window [e(ci), l(ci)], where e(ci) and l(ci) are the lower and
upper bound of the time window respectively (with e(c0) the earli-
est start time and l(c0) the latest ﬁnish time of the journey). There
is a ﬂeet of homogeneous vehicles available, each with capacity Q. A
vehicle route starts and ﬁnishes at the depot node, and visits a sub-
set of customers in some order. The path between two customers or
between the depot and a customer must follow the road segments
of the transportation network. The goal is to minimize the total fuel
emissions by assigning the customers to routes and ordering the cus-
tomers in each route subject to the capacity and time window con-
straints if they apply. In all problems, the waiting time at each cus-
tomer after completing service is limited to a maximum value, W.
There is no restriction on the number of vehicles.
The fuel emissions optimization VRP can be modelled as a set-
partitioning problem. Let P be the set of feasible vehicle routes. For
each route, p ∈ P , the speed of the vehicle on each road segment
and the waiting time at each customer are set to minimize the cor-
responding emissions, fp, and are determined by a new heuristic ap-
proach referred to as NHA and described in Qian and Eglese (2014).
The quantityαip is a binary variable used to denotewhether customer
ci is visited by a vehicle travelling along route p, where αip = 1 if cus-
tomer ci ∈ C is included in route p, and αip = 0, otherwise. Let yp be
a decision variable to count the number of times route p is used. In a
feasible solution, yp should be 0 or 1 for all p ∈ P . The formulation is
shown as follows.
min
∑
p∈P
fpyp, (1)
s.t.
∑
p∈P
αipyp = 1 f or i = 1,2, . . . ,n, (2)
yp ∈ {0,1} ∀p ∈ P . (3)
4. Column generation based Tabu search algorithm
The proposed solution method uses a column generation algo-
rithm that takes advantage of the power of the branch-and-price
technique to solve a set partitioning problem. It is based on a branch-
and-price-based large neighbourhood search algorithm for the Ve-
hicle Routing Problem with Time Windows (VRPTW) proposed by
Prescott-Gagnon, Desaulniers, and Rousseau (2009). The current so-
lution is destroyed in the destruction step by selecting one of four
operators randomly. This leaves a set of partial routes and isolated
customers. The large neighbourhood then contains all feasible solu-
tions that are compatible with the partial routes. A heuristic column
generation algorithm is used to reconstruct the solution, where tabu
search is used to generate columns of negative reduced cost.
The formulation of the restricted master problem (RMP) called
within the method is described as follows.
(RMP)min
∑
p∈P ′
fpyp, (4)
s.t.
∑
p∈P ′
αipyp = 1 f or i = 1,2, . . . ,n, (5)
yp ≥ 0 ∀p ∈ P ′. (6)
The set P ′ ⊆ P contains feasible routes that include the ﬁxed parts
of the solution that have not been removed in the destruction step.
We wish to ﬁnd whether the objective value of the RMP could be fur-
ther improved by adding any route that has not been included in P ′.ny route that improves the solution will have a negative reduced
ost when added to the RMP. The reduced cost for any route can be
alculated using the values of the dual prices associatedwith the con-
traints in (5). If no route exists that was not in P ′ with a negative re-
uced cost, then the solution is optimal. Therefore, the sub-problem
f the column generation process is to ﬁnd the column, which sat-
sﬁes the time window and capacity constraints, with minimum re-
uced cost. The sub-problem can be formulated as:
inp∈P fp −
n∑
i=1
πiαip, (7)
here πi is the dual price associated with constraint i in (5).
A tabu search algorithm is used to solve the sub-problem heuristi-
ally, and the goal is to produce feasible routes with negative reduced
osts that have not yet been included in set P ′. The algorithm frame-
ork is brieﬂy introduced in the following steps.
Step 1: Generate an initial solution with Clarke and Wright Sav-
ngs Algorithm (parallel version). Go to Step 2.
Step 2: Apply a destroy operator to determine the neighbourhood.
o to Step 3.
Step 3: Solve the RMP, i.e. a set-partitioning problem formulated
s an LP relaxation based on the current set of columns (routes). If the
topping rule for the column generation process is met, go to Step 6;
therwise, go to Step 4.
Step 4: Apply tabu search to generate new columns (routes). Go to
tep 5.
Step 5: Find the fuel emissions for the new columns (routes) using
HA. Go to Step 3.
Step 6: If the solution is not integer, apply a branching strategy to
et an integer solution. While the number of iterations for the algo-
ithm is less than a speciﬁed maximum number, go to Step 2; other-
ise, stop.
Details of the algorithm corresponding to these steps are dis-
ussed in the following sections. Additional details can be found in
he PhD thesis (Qian, 2012).
.1. The initial solution
Deﬁne EC = { f˜ (ci, c j) : ci, c j ∈ C, i = j}, ED = {d˜(ci, c j) :
i, c j ∈ C, i = j} and ET = {t˜(ci, c j) : ci, c j ∈ C, i = j} as matri-
es of estimated travel cost (fuel emissions), travel distance and
ravel time from customer ci to c j . The initial values of the matrices
re based on the weighted average speeds of arcs, where the weights
re the lengths of the time slots for which the average speeds apply.
he optimal speed under free ﬂow is used, if the weighted average
peed is greater than the optimal speed. The optimal speed is the
peed of the vehicle that minimizes the fuel emissions per kilometer.
nce a speed for each arc is determined, the emissions for each arc
an be calculated and treated as a cost for each arc. The optimal path
etween customers and between depot and customer in terms of fuel
missions is calculated using Dijkstra’s algorithm (Dijkstra, 1959)
nd the corresponding travel cost (fuel emissions), travel distance
nd travel time are used as the initial values of the elements in EC,
D and ET .
The initial customer assignment is computed by the Clarke and
right Savings Algorithm (parallel version) (Clarke and Wright,
964). Each customer is assigned to an individual route at the
eginning. If the arrival time at customer ci, which is approx-
mately computed by t˜(c0, ci) is before the early time window
(ci), unlimited waiting is allowed. Thus, the starting service time
t customer ci denoted as ssti is, ssti = max{e(ci), e(c0) + b(c0) +
˜(c0, ci)}, and the corresponding waiting time denoted as wti is,
ti = ssti − (e(c0) + b(c0) + t˜(c0, ci)). Then routes are combined us-
ng the estimated travel costs based on fuel emissions. Capacity and
J. Qian, R. Eglese / European Journal of Operational Research 248 (2016) 840–848 843
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lime window constraints are considered when deciding if two routes
an be merged.
.2. The destroy operators
There are four destroy operators used to modify the current solu-
ion in order to diversify the search. The destroy operators are analo-
ous to the ones presented by Prescott-Gagnon et al. (2009) andmore
etails are given in Qian (2012). With each destroy operator, only part
f a complete route will be removed.
The large neighbourhood search is a process where each iteration
tarts with the application of a destroy operator to the current solu-
ion. Only one destroy operator is applied at each iteration through a
oulette-wheel selection procedure. Each of the destroy operators is
ssigned a value ωi. The destroy operator is chosen randomly at the
eginning of each iteration, where each operator i has probability of
i/
∑
i ωi to be selected. Following the method proposed by Prescott-
agnon et al. (2009), the initial value of ωi is set to 5. Whenever op-
rator i is called and its use improves the current solution, the value
f ωi is increased by 1.
.3. Solving the RMP
The column generation process has already been outlined at the
eginning of Section 3. In Step 3 of the algorithm framework, the
topping rule is that either an improved integer solution has been
ound or the value of the objective in (4) has not been improved for a
ertain number of iterations.
A solution pool is kept to store the routes associated with the ba-
ic variables obtained by solving the last RMP at each iteration of the
arge neighbourhood search. After a destroy operator is selected and
pplied, the remaining customers in the route deﬁne the ﬁxed part.
hen, the routes in the solution pool with the same structure as the
xed part will be added to set P ′. As a result, the reconstruction pro-
ess will start with a set of prospective columns, some of which may
ot be obtained by applying tabu search.Moreover, the fuel emissions
or these routes do not need to be recalculated, which saves compu-
ational time. However, extra time is required to scan the structure of
he routes in the solution pool, so the size of the solution pool is lim-
ted in order to control the extra time needed to manage it. Columns
re removed by following the ‘ﬁrst in ﬁrst out’ rule once the solution
ool is full. The solution pool can also be thought of as a long-term
emory.
.4. The tabu search algorithm
The tabu search algorithm is used to solve the sub-problem
euristically, and the goal is to produce feasible routes with nega-
ive reduced costs that have not yet been included in set P ′. The costs
sed in the tabu search f ′(ci, c j) are based on the approximate costs,
ut they are adjusted by the dual prices,πi, corresponding to the con-
traints in the RMP as follows.
f ′(ci, c j) = f˜ (ci, c j) − πi, for i = 1,2, . . . ,n. (8)
outes associated with the basic variables after solving the RMP are
sed as initial solutions, and the tabu search approach is applied in-
ividually for each of them. Since the reduced costs of the basic vari-
bles are zero, they should be good initial solutions when searching
or routes with negative reduced costs. The total number of iterations
or the tabu search is at most Itabumax . As a result, the number of itera-
ions allowed for each column is set to
⌊
Itabumax
# of basic variables
⌋
.
.4.1. The tabu search neighbourhood
Two simple operators are used to reconstruct new routes, which
re removing and inserting a customer. Every time a customer nodes removed/inserted, the reverse move is tabu for the next tbmax it-
rations. Hence, at one iteration, a move is deﬁned as removing a
non-tabu) customer and inserting another (non-tabu) customer at
possible insertion place. All possible removals and all possible in-
ertion places are tested to ﬁnd the best one. Only feasible moves are
llowed in the search process, so the capacity and time window con-
traints have to be checked for each customer insertion and only the
ime window constraints for customer removal.
.4.2. The challenge of neighbourhood move evaluation
One of the advantages of applying a heuristic method to solve
VRP in a static network is that only the sub-routes changed by a
eighbourhood move have to be re-evaluated. However, in a time-
arying road network, the evaluation of a neighbourhoodmove is not
o straightforward. The fuel emissions from any customer ci to cus-
omer c j may change according to different departure times from cus-
omer ci, so the re-evaluation process is no longer simply an addition
nd subtraction operation of a few static values relating to the links
etween customers that have been changed. The time dimension has
o be taken into account which leads to the need to re-evaluate sig-
iﬁcant parts of the affected routes.
Harwood, Mumford, and Eglese (2013) has examined different
ays to estimate the cost of a neighbourhood move within a sin-
le tour with time-varying traversal speeds, when the objective is to
inimize the total time. The tour is divided into three parts accord-
ng to the nodes being moved: the pre-change part is the tour from
he depot until the ﬁrst node to be changed; the post-change part is
he tour from the last node to be changed back to the depot; and the
emaining section is called the changed part. To determine whether a
ove leads to an improvement, the pre-change part of the tour does
ot need to be recalculated and provided the First-In-First-Out (FIFO)
roperty holds, the post-change part of the tour does not need to be
ecalculated either. Furthermore, the necessary and suﬃcient condi-
ion for an overall improvement to be achieved is that the tour from
he depot to just before the post-change part should be improved.
herefore, only the changed part of the routes has to be revaluated
o ﬁnd out whether a neighbourhood move will improve the cost, if
he FIFO property is maintained in a time-varying network. However
he post-change part of the route still has to be recalculated in order
o obtain the overall improvement, once a neighbourhood move has
een identiﬁed as leading to an improvement.
When the objective is to minimize emissions or costs that depend
n the time of travel, then these results do not apply. Suppose the
ptimal solution has been found from an origin node c0 to node c j
hich passes through ci. That solution may not contain the optimal
olution for a path from c0 to ci. This is because it may be better to
ravel faster/slower than the optimal speed with lower fuel eﬃciency
rom c0 to ci, so as to arrive at ci earlier/later to avoid the congestion
rom ci to c j .
Consequently, any neighbourhood change requires the whole
oute to be re-evaluated to ﬁnd the exact change in fuel emissions,
hich makes the problem of minimizing fuel emissions in a time-
arying network more diﬃcult to solve. In order to evaluate neigh-
ourhood moves quickly, approximate values of the fuel emissions
etween customers are used to evaluate eachmove in the tabu search
rocedure. Using these approximate values means that only the links
hat have changed in the neighbourhood move need to be consid-
red in estimating the change in emissions and so can be calculated
uickly.
The estimations resulting from the time-varying speeds are im-
roved from one iteration to the next by using a simple exponential
moothing method to update the values of the estimated travel cost
fuel emissions), travel distance and travel time between customers.
fter NHA has been applied to estimate the cost of a complete route,
he values of f˜ (ci, c j), d˜(ci, c j) and t˜(ci, c j), where customer c j fol-
ows customer c immediately in the complete route, are updated asi
844 J. Qian, R. Eglese / European Journal of Operational Research 248 (2016) 840–848
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efollows:
f˜ (ci, c j) = w1 f˜ ∗(ci, c j) + (1 − w1) f˜ (ci, c j) (9)
d˜(ci, c j) = w2d˜∗(ci, c j) + (1 − w2)d˜(ci, c j) (10)
˜(ci, c j) = w3t˜∗(ci, c j) + (1 − w3)t˜(ci, c j) (11)
where f˜ ∗(ci, c j), d˜∗(ci, c j) and t˜∗(ci, c j) are the corresponding fuel
emissions, travel time and travel distance from ci to customer c j in the
complete route; andw1, w2 and w3 are weights with values between
0 and 1. After some testing with different values, w1, w2 and w3 are
each set to 0.8 in subsequent runs.
Under the following two circumstances, NHA is applied to evalu-
ate fuel emissions for the current complete route, so that more accu-
rate values can be used:
• The estimated reduced cost of a new column is better than the
best solution to the sub-problem associated with the RMP (7) so
far. In this case, NHA is used to calculate the actual fuel emissions
of the new column, in order to obtain the actual reduced cost. If
the reduced cost is smaller than the best solution so far, the aspi-
ration criterion is met, and the tabu restriction is overridden.
• After
⌊
Itabumax
# of basic variables
⌋
iterations of tabu search have been ap-
plied to a column, the fuel emissions of the column will be calcu-
lated by NHA. If the reduced cost based on the re-estimated fuel
emission is negative, this column is added into set P ′.
If there is an improved integer solution obtained by solving the
RMP, the reconstruction process will stop, and a destroy operator will
be invoked to determine a new large neighbourhood of the integer
solution. Otherwise, the column generation process will stop if the
value of (4) cannot be improved in the last ICGmax iterations of solv-
ing the RMP, where ICGmax represents the maximum number of column
generation iterations and is a parameter to be set.
4.5. Branching strategy
When the solution obtained by RMP in the last iteration is not in-
teger, a heuristic branching strategy is applied to derive an integer
solution. The branching strategy is to simply ﬁx the decision variable
with the largest fractional value at 1, and solve the linear problem
again. This process is repeated until the solution is integer or no fea-
sible solution can be found.
If any new integer solution can be obtained by applying the
branching strategy, no matter whether it is better or worse than the
initial solution at the beginning of the current iteration of large neigh-
bourhood search, the solution will be used for the next iteration. This
can help to diversify the search. If there is no feasible integer solu-
tion, the initial solution at the beginning of the current iteration of
large neighbourhood search is used again in the next iteration.
5. Experiments with real traﬃc data
The VRP algorithm is tested in this section with real traﬃc data for
a road network located in London.
5.1. Data description
The data set used includes the locations of 60 stores and a depot.
The depot and the stores are located in the southeast of London and
the locations are based on those used by a well-known supermar-
ket company. A map showing the locations is provided in Fig. 1. Cus-
tomer nodes 51–60 are located in the London congestion charge area.
There are 208,488 nodes in the London network, which are linked by
219,880 bidirectional road segments and 37,651 unidirectional roadegments. Each bidirectional road segment is replaced by a pair of
nidirectional arcs, one in each direction. Hence, the network has
08,488 nodes and 477,411 unidirectional arcs. The distribution of arc
engths has a mean of 92.2 m with a maximum of 2848.7 m. About
0% of the arcs are shorter than 100 m, and only about 9% of arcs are
onger than 200 m.
Traﬃc information was supplied from ITIS Holdings. From infor-
ation obtained by tracking ﬂeets of vehicles in the area, observa-
ions of speeds were obtained for all road segments. The 24-h period
uring a weekday was divided into 15 different time slots. Within
ach time slot the observed speeds were relatively stable, but speeds
ould be very different in different time slots due to the way that traf-
c congestion builds up at different times of the day. For each road
egment, the mean speed in each time slot was taken to be the maxi-
um speed that could apply to any vehicle starting to travel over the
oad segment within that time slot.
The stores are divided into ﬁve sets named A, B, C, D and E, and
ach set contains 25 stores or customers. Speciﬁcally, set A contains
ustomers 1–25, set B contains customers 36–60 and set C contains
ustomers 11–35. In set D, the customers are clustered and set E con-
ains a randomly selected customer set. Both set B and set D include
ll of the customers located in the congestion charge area. The de-
ands of customers are between 4 and 8 cages. The average service
ime for unloading one cage is twominutes. For some runs, no partic-
lar customer time windows were applied. In these cases, any store
ay have a delivery between 7 am and 5 pm which corresponds to
he drivers’ shift time. For runs where customer time windows are
pplied, the earliest start times are randomly generated by follow-
ng a uniform distribution with associated range between 7 am and
pm. The time window intervals are uniformly distributed between
and 5 h. Instances with no time windows are labelled by the set of
ustomers with the addition of “0”, and the instances with time win-
ows are labelledwith the addition of “1”. The details of the customer
emands and time windows are given in Appendix A. Due to London
ight time regulations for freight deliveries, the starting time from
he depot is set to be after 7 am. The driver shift time is 10 hours,
o the ﬁnishing time at the depot must be by 5 pm. Waiting time at
ach customer node or the depot is initially set to be a maximum of
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iminutes. A ﬂeet of homogenous vehicles is used in the case study,
hich are rigid Diesel HGVs > 32 t subject to the EURO V emission
tandard (Department for Transport 2009). The corresponding speed-
uel curve is shown in Fig. 2. The valid speed range is between 6 kilo-
etre/hour and 90 kilometre/hour.
Using this fuel consumption curve is an approximation as it does
ot take into account effects like acceleration, deceleration and the
radients of the roads. However, in the case of road gradients, vehi-
les depart from and return to the same depot, so there is no over-
ll change in altitude for a vehicle for each route. This means that
here will be some cancellation of the effects of uphill gradients re-
uiring more fuel, while downhill gradients require less fuel. Also no
llowance has beenmade for the changing weight of the load carried.
he fuel used in litres is converted to the equivalent greenhouse gas
ffect of CO2 in kilogram bymultiplying by a factor of 3.1787. This was
he factor proposed by the UK Government in 2010 in its guidance for
eporting emissions (Department for Environment, Food and Rural
ffairs, 2010).
.2. Results analysis
The approach described in this paper was applied to the instances
escribed and a summary of the results is provided in Appendix B.
his shows the sequence of customers on each route, the total CO2
missions, the distance travelled, the time required and the total
aiting time for each instance. There are two sets of results: one
et for instances without customer time windows and one set for in-
tances with time windows.
In the computational experiments, the parameter values used are
tabu
max = 100, ICGmax = 30, and the length of the tabu list tbmax = 4. De-
ails concerning the parameter values can be found in Qian (2012). All
he results are recorded as the better of two runs. All computations
ere carried out on the Lancaster high performance computer clus-
er with quad core Intel Nehalem 2.26 GigaHertz CPU and 24 Gb of
emory.
Each vehicle is only allowed to undertake one trip. The results for
he instances without customer time windows show that the aver-
ge trip takes between 2 and 3 hours for each instance. If more than
ne trip per day were allowed, then the number of vehicles could be
educed, otherwise the vehicles would be available for other duties
ollowing the completion of their routes.
The results show that the set of instanceswith customer timewin-
ows require about 20% longer computational running time to pro-
uce the solutions compared to the set of instances with no customer
imewindows. Overall, the solutions for the set of instances with cus-
omer time windows produce just over 1% more emissions compared
o the set of instances with no time windows, even though a longer
aiting time is allowed for the set of instances with customer time
indows to ensure feasible solutions.
In the following subsections, various aspects of the problem and
olution method are investigated. The ﬁrst subsection investigateshe impact of the speed adjustment and path selection process,
aiting time and starting time based on the tests on the ﬁve cus-
omer sets without time windows. The speed adjustment and path
election process refers to the path chosen and speeds adopted on
he road network in travelling between speciﬁc customers. Then, the
riginal method is compared against a simpler method, which gen-
rates customer sequences based on static information. Finally, the
ffect of the time window constraint is examined.
.2.1. Speed adjustment & path selection
NHA, as described in Qian and Eglese (2014), ﬁnds the best path
etween two customers and the best speeds for the vehicle when
eaving the ﬁrst customer at a particular time. NHA thus has a path
election (PS) process and a speed adjustment (SA) process. The con-
ributions from these different processes are examined in this sec-
ion. The solutions from three methods are presented in Table 1. The
olumn labelled ‘With PS & SA’ shows the solutions obtained by the
odel proposed in the ﬁrst part of this paper using NHA; the ‘PS
nly’ column shows the solutions obtained by the model without the
peed adjustment process; and the last column shows results from
he model with neither the path selection process nor the speed ad-
ustment process being used. Without the speed adjustment process,
he vehicle is assumed to travel at the speed allowed by the current
ongestion up to a speciﬁed maximum speed, corresponding to the
ptimal speed of the vehicle; while without the path selection pro-
ess, the fastest path is used. However, the sequences of customers in
ll the methods are determined by the approximated fuel emissions
atrices.
The path selection and speed adjustment processes reveal some
ontribution to the CO2e emissions reduction. On the average, about
0 kilogram CO2e emissions can be saved by applying both the path
election and speed adjustment processes, equivalent to a reduction
f about 2–3%. In particular, the reduction for B_0 is up to 15 kilo-
ram, which is 4% less than ‘Without PS & SA’. Compared to the speed
djustment process, the path selection process plays a more signiﬁ-
ant role in reducing fuel emissions. Around 4 kilogram extra CO2e is
mitted on average by choosing a promising path and travelling with
he fastest speeds allowed by the traﬃc conditions up to an optimal
peed; while in the worst case B_0, another 12 kilogram emissions is
roduced by following the fastest paths at the fastest allowed speeds.
One reason that the performance of the speed adjustment process
oes not have a greater effect could be the shape of the fuel curves
sed in the experiments. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the maximum valid
peed is 90 kilometre/hour, whose fuel eﬃciency is close to that of
he optimal speed 65 kilometre/hour; and the fuel eﬃciency reduces
uickly with the decrease of the speed. Therefore, it would not be
ise to slow the speed any more than necessary. If the fuel emissions
urve is very sensitive to the speeds, or increasing the speed makes
he fuel curve steep, then the speed adjustment would be worth ap-
lying; otherwise, just carefully selecting a path, then travelling as
ast as traﬃc conditions allow up to an optimal speed still provides a
ood solution.
.2.2. Starting time & waiting time
All experiments so far are based on the condition that all the deliv-
ries should start at 7 am, and waiting time at each customer node as
ell as the depot cannot exceed 5minutes. Note that 7 am is the start
f a peak period, when the road traﬃc is getting busy. Vehicles may
e caught in traﬃc congestion, which results in extra fuel emissions.
he fuel emissions may be improved by allowing longer waiting, or
tarting after the rush hour. Two scenarios are tested: one is starting
t 7 am, but allowing waiting up to 4 hours; and the other is starting
t 10 am, and with maximumwaiting time being 5 minutes. They are
ompared to the original solutions with the starting time being 7 am
ndmaximumwaiting time being 5minutes. Results are summarized
n Tables 2 and 3.
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Table 1
Impact on CO2e emissions of the PS and SA process.
Scenario
Instance With PS & SA PS Only Without PS & SA
A_0 329.5 kilogram 335.8 kilogram 337.4 kilogram
B_0 379.7 kilogram 382.7 kilogram 394.8 kilogram
C_0 344.4 kilogram 348.5 kilogram 352.5 kilogram
D_0 330.0 kilogram 332.9 kilogram 340.2 kilogram
E_0 359.7 kilogram 363.6 kilogram 371.5 kilogram
Table 2
Results of different starting times & maximum waiting times.
Starting time (waiting time)
Instance 7 am (5 min) 7 am (4 h) 10 am (5 min)
A_0 329.5 kilogram 322.3 kilogram 325.0 kilogram
B_0 379.7 kilogram 371.8 kilogram 380.2 kilogram
C_0 344.4 kilogram 332.4 kilogram 338.4 kilogram
D_0 330.0 kilogram 324.8 kilogram 336.7 kilogram
E_0 359.7 kilogram 348.4 kilogram 356.8 kilogram
Table 3
Total waiting time (hours) when starting at 7 am.
Starting time (waiting time)
Instance 7 am (5 min) 7 am (4 h)
A_0 1.0 hour 22.3 hour
B_0 0.4 hour 17.6 hour
C_0 0.7 hour 30.3 hour
D_0 0.6 hour 16.7 hour
E_0 1.1 hour 25.7 hour
Table 4
Results of the original method and DBA on instances without time win-
dow constraints.
Instances Original Method DBA
A_0 Objective value 329.5 kilogram 331.4 kilogram
Running time 19 h 58 m 04s 5 m 18s
B_0 Objective value 379.7 kilogram 385.8 kilogram
Running time 22 h 35 m 49s 6 m 32s
C_0 Objective value 344.4 kilogram 346.6 kilogram
Running time 21 h 55 m 01s 5 m 57s
D_0 Objective value 330.0 kilogram 332.7 kilogram
Running time 20 h 46 m 33s 5 m 26s
E_0 Objective value 359.7 kilogram 360.8 kilogram
Running time 21 h 17 m 48s 5 m 54s
Table 5
Results of the original method and DBA on instances with time window
constraints.
Instances Original method DBA
A_1 Objective value 342.5 kilogram 370.2 kilogram
Running time 24 h 12 m 05s 7 m 34s
B_1 Objective value 375.4 kilogram No feasible solution
Running time 28 h 46 m 21s 8 m 28s
C_1 Objective value 354.3 kilogram 357.9 kilogram
Running time 25 h 41 m 21s 8 m 14s
D_1 Objective value 333.3 kilogram 334.0 kilogram
Running time 24 h 20 m 17s 7 m 20s
E_1 Objective value 360.0 kilogram 366.7 kilogram
Running time 24 h 55 m 29s 7 m 52s
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wFor each instance, seven vehicle routes are required to serve all
customers. By allowing more waiting time, about 2–3 % CO2e can
be saved. However, it is at the expense of 16–30 hours’ total waiting
time. In instance C_0, for example, one complete route starts from
the depot, then serves customers 2, 7, 1, 17 and returns back to the
depot. By allowing a longer waiting time, the vehicle and driver waitt customer 2 for about 1.8 hours and wait at customer 1 for about
hours to avoid peak time congestion. As a result, the total CO2e for
he route is reduced from 85 kilogram to 81 kilogram. In practice,
he effect on costs of the extra waiting time will depend on how the
rivers are being paid and whether any of the additional waiting
ime coincides with their breaks. For instance for B_0 and D_0, the
mprovement by waiting is smaller compared with others, but the
otal waiting time is also shorter, which is about 17 hours while
thers are more than 20 hours.
When the starting time is changed to 10 am and themorning peak
s avoided, results from instances A_0, C_0 and E_0 show that about
–2% CO2e can be saved. However the results for B_0 and D_0 are
lightly worse than those for a starting time of 7 am. This may be be-
ause both instances contain 10 customers located in the congestion
harge area, and the traﬃc ﬂows in the city centre keep busy during
he day time. It may also be because more travel is moved towards
he evening peak when traﬃc is more congested.
In practice, the starting time is restricted by many factors, such as
ocal authority regulations and the driver shift times. Attempts may
emade to provide night time deliveries to avoid daytime congestion,
ut other problems like noise, safety and out-of-hours deliveries may
ean that night time deliveries are not feasible.
.2.3. Distance based approach
In the original method, the customer sequence is determined by
pproximate fuel emission matrices, the values of which are updated
rom one iteration to the next. This requires repeated application of
HA within the method and results in high run times as shown in
ppendix B. In order to reduce the computational burden, a simpler
ethod is proposed for comparison that only considers static infor-
ation when determining the vehicle assignment and the customer
equence. The VRP is ﬁrst solved by minimizing the total distance, i.e.
sing the distance matrices within the column generation based tabu
earch algorithm. Then, NHA is applied to decide on speeds and paths
or the pre-determined complete routes. In other words, the time-
arying speeds are not considered until the sequences of customers
ave been decided. A comparison between the original method and
he distance based approach (DBA) in terms of solution quality aswell
s computational time is shown in Table 4.
As shown in the table, DBA is able to obtain a solution close to
he original method for instances A_0, C_0, D_0 and E_0. The perfor-
ance of DBA for instance B_0 is not as good as for other instances,
ut it is only 1.6% worse than the solution obtained by the original
ethod. In general, minimizing distance seems to be a good criterion
or obtaining a good sequence of customers, before using NHA to ﬁnd
he detailed paths and speeds to be used when travelling between
ustomers.
Meanwhile, the running time for DBA is much less than the orig-
nal method. The running time of DBA is about 5–6 minutes, while
hat of the original method is more than 20 hours. This is because
HA is only used at the end of the process, after the customers have
een allocated to routes and their sequences have been determined.
BA is able to get solutions that are very close to those obtained by
he original method, but it needs less than 0.5% of the running time
f the original method.
For the instances without time window constraints, DBA provides
ood solutions in terms of running time as well as solution quality.
owever, DBA has the potential risk of missing time windows by us-
ng static travel time data in scheduling the customer sequence. The
mpact of the time window constraint will be discussed in the next
ection.
.2.4. Time window constraints
All the above discussion is based on the instances without time
indow constraints, but only with 7 am as the earliest starting time
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ind 5 pm as the latest ﬁnish time for the drivers’ working shift. In
his section, the instances with time windows are tested. In order to
uarantee a feasible solution for each instance, themaximumwaiting
ime is set at 4 hours. Table 5 shows results obtained by the original
ethod as well as the simpler method.
We note that DBA has again found solutions close to those ob-
ained by the original method for instances C_1, D_1 and E_1 within
relatively short running time. However, the performance of DBA on
_1 is about 8% worse; and it cannot even ﬁnd a feasible solution for
nstance B_1. DBA does not consider the time-varying speeds when
cheduling the vehicle assignment and the customer sequence, and
he travel time may be underestimated. Consequently, there is a risk
hat a vehicle has to speed up and follow a higher-emission strat-
gy in order to satisfy the time window constraints or even cannot
eet the time window constraints, when the time-varying speeds
re taken into account.
. Conclusions
In this paper, a column generation based tabu search algorithm is
roposed to solve a vehicle routing problem where there are time-
arying speeds and the objective is to minimize fuel emissions. The
ain ﬁndings can be summarized as follows:
• The proposed algorithm can produce sets of routes for an urban
distribution problem with a reduction in GHG emissions of about
3% comparedwith an approachwhere the objective is tominimize
total time.
• Within NHA, the path selection process plays a more signiﬁcant
role in reducing fuel emissions, when compared with the speed
adjustment process. When the speeds are allowed to be as fast as
the traﬃc allows up to a maximum speed, the best fuel emission
solution is only slightly worse than the one obtained using NHA,
where the speeds are decision variables.
• By allowing a long waiting time at customer nodes, vehicles can
avoid being caught in congestion, and the fuel emissions can
be reduced. However, the costs of such waiting, such as drivers’
salaries, have to be considered. An alternative way to attempt to
avoid congestion is to depart later to avoid the morning peak pe-
riod, but this may not signiﬁcantly reduce the fuel emissions.
• Minimizing distance can be an effective way to obtain a good se-
quence of customers. DBA, which determines the customer se-
quences by minimizing distance, has a good performance on in-
stances without time windows, but there is a risk that it could fail
to ﬁnd a feasible solution, when it is applied with time-varying
speeds. In this case, some simple repair strategy could be used to
obtain a good feasible solution.
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ppendix A
ustomer data
The demands (cages), service times (minutes), and time windows
hours) of the 60 customers as well as one depot are shown in the
ollowing table.Time windows
Nodes Demands Service times Earliest Latest
7 17
1 8 16 11.6 12.6
2 7 14 7.1 11.2
3 6 12 10.8 15.1
4 8 16 8.5 10.2
5 7 14 12.1 14.9
6 6 12 9.6 12.5
7 6 12 14 17
8 4 8 9.9 13.6
9 7 14 14 16.7
10 6 12 7.3 8.5
11 6 12 8.6 9.8
12 4 8 9.2 13.8
13 8 16 11.9 15.3
14 6 12 9.6 11.1
15 5 10 9.2 11.1
16 4 8 12.5 14.5
17 5 10 9.1 12.3
18 5 10 13.8 16.5
19 4 8 13.4 16.6
20 6 12 13.4 14.9
21 5 10 13.1 16.9
22 5 10 8 10
23 6 12 7.4 10.7
24 7 14 8.4 10.8
25 4 8 11.3 12.9
26 8 16 14 17
27 6 12 7.1 11.3
28 7 14 11.8 13.4
29 6 12 9.3 11.2
30 6 12 10.4 12
31 6 12 8.4 11.2
32 5 10 12.5 16.7
33 8 16 9.8 11.1
34 5 10 8.4 13.3
35 4 8 13.8 17
36 5 10 10.4 13.8
37 7 14 7.8 10.2
38 7 14 8 10
39 4 8 9.8 10.9
40 6 12 12.2 14
41 7 14 11.2 13.2
42 6 12 9.5 13.1
43 6 12 11.4 13.7
44 7 14 13.8 16.5
45 7 14 10.5 15.2
46 4 8 10.7 15.7
47 7 14 7.2 11
48 5 10 8.6 11.1
49 8 16 12.3 15.8
50 4 8 10.5 13.2
51 6 12 12.9 15.7
52 6 12 13.5 16.5
53 4 8 8 11.2
54 5 10 13.6 17
55 5 10 9.4 11.6
56 8 16 13.9 16.2
57 6 12 9.8 12.9
58 5 10 13.3 15.3
59 6 12 8.7 10
60 8 16 7.3 12
For the ﬁve customer sets, A contains customer 1–25; B contains
ustomer 36–60; C contains customer 11–35; D contains customer
,2,13,18,21,24,25,30,31,34,35,38,43,44,48,51–60; and E contains cus-
omer 2,6,7,13–16,18,19,23,27–30,35,38,41,42,47,48,50,51,54–56.
ppendix B
esults of experiments
The results of the instances A_0, B_0, C_0, D_0 and E_0 are shown
s follows. The starting time is 7 am, and the maximum waiting time
s 5 minutes.
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vInstance
name A_0 B_0 C_0
Routes 0-4-0 0-3-13-2-1-0 0-2-7-1-17-0
0-8-12-17-11-15-0 0-9-8-7-4-0 0-8-24-20-25-0
0-21-6-5-20-0 0-16-5-19-12-0 0-9-6-5-22-4-0
0-2-1-7-0 0-17-21-14-0 0-11-19-18-10-0
0-18-25-24-13-0 0-18-24-25-20-0 0-13-21-12-15-0
0-9-22-23-3-0 0-22-23-0 0-14-23-3-0
0-19-16-10-14-0 0-6-10-11-15-0 0-16-0
Total CO2e 329.5 kilogram 379.7 kilogram 344.4 kilogram
Total
distance
231.8 kilometre 244.2 kilometre 240.8 kilometre
Total time 15.1 hour 16.7 hour 15.5 hour
Total
waiting
time
1.0 hour 0.4 hour 0.7 hour
Running
time
19 hour 58 minutes
04 seconds
22 hour
35 minutes
49 seconds
21 hour
55 minutes
01 seconds
Instance name D_0 E_0
Routes 0-5-4-0 0-13-9-12-2-0
0-3-6-12-0 0-19-23-14-15-0
0-15-7-1-2-0 0-20-3-18-1-0
0-11-8-17-22-0 0-7-11-6-5-0
0-10-16-21-23-0 0-8-17-10-0
0-19-14-9-13-0 0-21-4-16-0
0-18-24-25-20-0 0-25-24-22-0
Total CO2e 330.0 kilogram 359.7 kilogram
Total distance 213.9 kilometre 241.7 kilometre
Total time 15.8 hour 16.8 hour
Total waiting time 0.6 hour 1.1 hour
Running time 20 hour 46 minutes
33 seconds
21 hour 17 minutes
48 seconds
The results of the instances A_1, B_1, C_1, D_1 and E_1 are shown
as follows. The starting time is 7 am, and the maximum waiting time
is 4 hours.
Instance
name A_1 B_1 C_1
Routes 0-4-0 0-3-13-2-1-0 0-4-5-6-9-0
0-10-15-16-19-21-0 0-4-7-8-9-0 0-21-13-12-15-0
0-6-5-20-18-0 0-12-5-14-0 0-17-1-7-2-0
0-2-1-3-0 0-15-17-16-21-
0
0-19-11-3-0
0-11-17-12-8-25-0 0-18-24-25-20-
0
0-18-10-16-0
0-22-23-7-9-0 0-22-23-0 0-14-23-22-0
0-14-24-13-0 0-6-10-11-19-0 0-24-20-25-8-0
Total CO2e 342.5 kilogram 375.4 kilogram 354.3 kilogram
Total distance 242.3 kilometre 243.9 kilometre 248.5 kilometre
Total time 52.3 hour 50.9 hour 49.4 hour
Total waiting
time
37.9 hour 34.7 hour 35.1 hour
Running time 24 hour12 minutes
05 seconds
28 hour
46 minutes
21 seconds
25 hour
41 minutes
21 seconds
Instance name D_1 E_1
Routes 0-5-4-0 0-13-5-7-9-0
0-9-13-14-19-0 0-19-23-22-15-0
0-15-2-1-7-0 0-20-10-17-3-0
0-12-6-3-0 0-1-18-11-6-0
0-22-23-21-11-0 0-12-2-21-0
0-8-10-16-17-0 0-16-4-0
0-18-24-25-20-0 0-14-24-25-8-0
Total CO2e 333.3 kilogram 360.0 kilogram
Total distance 215.5 kilometre 245.5 kilometre
Total time 52.2 hour 57.5 hour
Total waiting time 37.2 hour 43.3 hour
Running time 24 hour 20 minutes
17 seconds
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